Mahler’s Guides for Exam C are unparalleled in their scope and clarity. They cover in detail the entire syllabus. Included are about 3000 problems written by Howard Mahler, and about 1500 past exam questions, all with complete solutions. Includes detailed explanations and numerical examples for all of the material on the syllabus.

The Mahler Study Guides are clear and concise, with an excellent balance of technical & nontechnical discussions, hard & easy problems, and theoretical & applied problems. Theory is illustrated throughout with numerous examples.

Mahler’s Guides for Exam C have 14 parts:

1. Mahler's Guide to Frequency Distributions
3. Mahler's Guide to Aggregate Distributions
5. Mahler's Guide to Fitting Frequency Distributions
7. Mahler's Guide to Survival Analysis
9. Mahler's Guide to Buhlmann Credibility & Bayesian Analysis
10. Mahler's Guide to Conjugate Priors
12. Mahler's Guide to Nonparametric Credibility
14. Breakdown of Past Exams

Sold separately, Practice Exams written by Mr. Mahler.
Sold separately, Seminar Slides used by Mr. Mahler to teach classes.
How much detail is needed and how many problems need to be done varies by person and topic.

In order to help you to concentrate your efforts:

1. About 1/6 of the many problems are labeled “highly recommended”,
   while another 1/6 are labeled “recommended.”
2. Important Sections are listed in bold in the table of contents.
   Extremely important Sections are listed in larger type and in bold.
3. Important ideas and formulas are in bold.
4. Each Study Guide has a Section of Important Ideas and Formulas.
5. Each Study Guide has a chart of past exam questions by Section.
6. There is a breakdown of percent of questions on each past exam by Study Guide.

“I enjoy how your manuals are not just number crunching but are very applied, logical, and most importantly easy and fun to study from. Too often i find myself stuck in other manuals. I like how there is always constant progress being made when using your study materials.”

“Your notes definitely made the grade for me.”

“I got your manual for Exam C few months back as a last resort to passing Exam C. I used a few manuals before, but during exam time I always felt that the manuals hadn't prepared me in the right way. I mean the questions were much trickier in exams. But I passed C yesterday partly because your manual is an excellent collection of study notes and questions. So, Thank you! I wish you had manuals for FSA level exams as well.”

**Author Biography:**

Howard C. Mahler is a Fellow of the Casualty Actuarial Society, and a Member of the American Academy of Actuaries.
He has taught actuarial exam seminars and published study guides since 1994.

He spent over 20 years in the insurance industry, the last 15 as Vice President and Actuary at the Workers' Compensation Rating and Inspection Bureau of Massachusetts.
He has published many major research papers and won the 1987 CAS Dorweiler prize.
He served 12 years on the CAS Examination Committee including three years as head of the whole committee (1990-1993).

Mr. Mahler has taught live seminars and/or classes for Exam C, Exam MFE, CAS Exam S, CAS Exam 5, and CAS Exam 8.
He has written study guides for all of the above.
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